Name: _______________________

All Things Live Together
by Lill Pluta

Rivers fill with raindrops.
Grassy meadows bloom.
Up above the mountaintops,
hawks and eagles zoom.
Porcupines, opossums,
skunks, raccoons, and bears,
foxes, beavers, owls, and elk,
badgers, snakes, and hares.
Creatures in the woodlands,
creatures in the sky,
creatures in the streams and fields,
creep, and swim and fly.
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Name: _______________________

All Things Live Together
by Lill Pluta

1.

The poet classifies creatures in this poem into three categories. What are they?
_________________________________________________,
_________________________________________________, and
_________________________________________________.

2.

3.

What is the poet doing in the first three lines of the poem?
a. describing animals

b. listing the names of animals

c. showing the weather

d. listing habitats where creatures live

Think of another appropriate title for this poem.
____________________________________________________________________________

4.

What is the poet describing in the last line of the poem?
a. which animals live in the woodland
b. how many animals live together
c. the different ways animals move
d. the many different places animals live
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ANSWER KEY

All Things Live Together
by Lill Pluta

1.

The poet classifies creatures in this poem into three categories. What are they?
(Answers may vary slightly)
creatures that fly, creatures that swim, creatures that live on land

2.

3.

What is the poet doing in the first three lines of the poem?
a. describing animals

b. listing the names of animals

c. showing the weather

d. listing habitats where creatures live

Think of another appropriate title for this poem.
Answers will vary.

4.

d

What is the poet describing in the last line of the poem?
a. which animals live in the woodland
b. how many animals live together
c. the different ways animals move
d. the many different places animals live
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